A Report on MAHAK’s Activities for World Cancer Day Campaign 2020
Due to the incidence rate of cancer which is rising day by day all over the world especially in low and middle income countries, the necessity of increasing knowledge and dispelling certain misconceptions about cancer is a highlighted issue. Over the last two decades, different societies have strived to educate their local communities and design their national cancer control plans. However, to effectively implement them in a community, engagement of different strata regardless of any segregation factors. I AM AND I WILL campaign is a great opportunity for everyone to do their share of educating or informing the society about the significance of caring for cancer patients. This responsibility is more considerable in developing countries since people are less informed about this illness and early detection and treatment services are less available in small cities and villages. We believe cancer can be controlled and World Cancer Day is the best occasion on which we can raise awareness towards this issue. MAHAK, as the leading cancer organization in Iran participates in WCD campaign as one of its commitments to the society and invites the peer organizations as well as its ever expanding family to join this campaign by showing their commitment to their own and loved ones by a simple act. This year, MAHAK focused on performing small activities on a larger scale and in this vein, cooperated with leading artists and business entities as a result of which a greater number of people were informed about the campaign and joined to act. We hope these acts will alert the community about cancer and will result in decreasing the gap between diagnosis and treatment for cancer patients, especially pediatric ones.
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MAHAK’s Campaign in Numbers
Over 150 celebrities
shared posts on social media in support of the WCD campaign.

2,000 badges
with WCD logo were distributed among MAHAK’s staff, volunteers, supporters, students and runners who joined the campaign.

Over 800 of MAHAK’s staff
joined the WCD campaign.

500 volunteers
joined the campaign.

Close to 300 students
were informed about the campaign and made heart origami.

6,500 products
with campaign introduction tags were sold by Saharkhiz Co.

6,500 donation boxes
with campaign introduction tags were distributed among MAHAK’s benefactors.

1,010,600 engagements
were reached by #IAmAndIWill Instagram posts of Iranian celebrities.
Influential figures play a role

Celebrities are influential figures whose philanthropic and benevolent activities are usually followed by their fans and followers. By MAHAK’s invitation, over 150 top Iranian celebrities joined the campaign by sharing #IAmAndIWill posters on their Instagram. Their most frequent messages were:
“I am an artist and I will play a role in support of children with cancer.”
“I am an athlete and I will try to stay with cancer-stricken children in the battlefield of cancer.”
Landmarks illuminated to mark the WCD

On the occasion of the International Childhood Cancer Day, Azadi Tower, the nostalgic landmark of Tehran lit up orange in support of MAHAK children and the World Cancer Day Campaign.
Azadi Tower is a monument located on Azadi Square in Tehran, Iran. It is one of the landmarks of Tehran, marking the west entrance to the city, and is part of Azadi Cultural Complex, which also includes an underground museum.
Sana Shopping Center is one of the ubiquitous malls in North Tehran. Many of the people who live in the northern part of the capital refer to this center. As a business entity which has supported MAHAK by different means, once more in February 2020 it joined to take action. Sana Shopping Center illuminated orange between February 4 to 15 to attract the public attention to WCD campaign.
Empowering the Next Generation

Young children will be the next generation who will run the philanthropic causes; therefore teaching them the concept of philanthropy and the importance of caring for their fellow beings is a crucial matter. MAHAK organized events in three schools (Kherad, Noavar and Pishro) in Tehran to invite the students to join WCD campaign. In these events MAHAK’s representatives gave a presentation on MAHAK’s activities and introduced the campaign. Moreover, the students made origami hearts for MAHAK children and wrote their motivational messages on them. In the end, they took photos with MAHAK’s orange WCD frame.
MAHAK Family joins to speak up

MAHAK’s Heroes, the Shining Part of the Campaign:

Join the campaign on social media

MAHAK children (under-treatment and survivors) shared #IAmAndIWill posts on Instagram and expressed their messages of hope and motivation to the global community. Their most frequent message has been:
“I am a hero and I will defeat cancer with hope and motivation.”
“I am a cancer-survivor and I believe cancer is curable.”
Visit Azadi Tower’s Museum on ICCD

On the occasion of the International Childhood Cancer Day (ICCD), MAHAK children visited Azadi Tower Museum as an event which aimed to increase their quality of life and preserve their childhood. In this event, the children got to know about this monument’s historical background and visited the tower along with their parents.
Participation of MAHAK’s Staff

MAHAK’s staff have always found themselves responsible to the society especially in taking steps to make the society alert about the phenomenon of cancer. As a result, in support of the World Cancer Day campaign over 800 staff of MAHAK Charity and MAHAK Pediatric Cancer Treatment and Research Center used WCD badges between 4 to 15 February with the aim of awareness-raising; afterwards shared the photos they had taken with MAHAK’s WCD photo frame on Instagram and captioned #IAmAndIWill and #WorldCancerDay.
The founder of MAHAK: Progress is possible despite all the obstacles.

Saideh Ghods, the founder of MAHAK knows the concerns of the cancer-stricken children and their families very well since her dear daughter’s being stricken by cancer over 30 years ago made her motivated to establish a place to support the little angels who suffer from this disease so that they recover and become healthy again just like her beloved Kiana. The founder of MAHAK has shared a message in line with 2020 campaign focusing on the issue of progress and says: “Establishing MAHAK and initiating a systematic approach towards charity activities created an opportunity to the improvement of the Iranian social civil capacity to transit from a traditional approach of dedications solely based on religion to the culture of dedication with no expectation and no discrimination. MAHAK has been founded with this belief that big changes start with little steps; the steps which can be taken by every single one of us.”

What a bright world this will be, if any of us light just one little candle.
Volunteers participate to spread the word

Volunteers are the faithful arms to whom MAHAK relies confidently. These benevolent supporters, known as the pillars of MAHAK, have always stayed with us and cared for cancer-stricken children. In 2020 campaign, also, the kind-hearted volunteers joined and shared photos on their social media to let the global community know the importance of providing such supports.

MAHAK’s visitors participate and speak up

The benefactors and supporters of MAHAK can visit the charity to be informed about MAHAK’s range of the activities. The visitors who referred during the period of February 4 to 15 were informed about the WCD campaign and joined by taking photos and sharing them with #IAmAndIWill messages.
KASSA charity, a full member of UICC, which is the organization empowered by MAHAK to support cancer-stricken children in Esfahan Province joined the WCD campaign by MAHAK’s invitation and did some of the activities suggested by MAHAK including the presence at schools to make origami with students and sharing #IAmAndIWill posts.
International Partners

MAHAK’s sister organizations, ISCC in the USA and IKKH in Germany joined the campaign by sharing MAHAK’s World Cancer Day video on their social media to raise awareness towards the campaign.
On the other hand, on February 4, the Association Nakvalevi, with which MAHAK has already launched an empowering program, in cooperation with the Turkish Embassy in Tbilisi and the Georgian-Turkish Business Council GÜRTIAD, marked World Cancer Day with a charity concert and an Origami exhibition created by children. The event at the Tbilisi State University was attended by the ambassadors of other countries to Georgia, media, diplomats and other guests. All the generated revenue of this event were dedicated to the breast cancer patients.

Business Entities

Distribution of 6500 products with #IAmAndIWill Message

Saharkhiz Saffron Co. is a famous corporation which produces food products such as saffron, dried fruits and nuts. This old supporter of MAHAK joined us in this campaign by distributing 6500 of its products with this sentence: «I am Saharkhiz Co. and I will support cancer-stricken children.» to mark the survival of 6500 MAHAK children from cancer.
Participation of business entities in the digital campaign

Business entities which have always stays with MAHAK in the path of supporting children with cancer and their families did their share this time in another way by posting their #IAmAndIWill statements on their Instagram. They mostly said: «I am... and I will support cancer-stricken children.»
WCD campaign awareness team at shopping malls

Kourosh Mall and Sana Shopping Center are two famous places in Tehran. During the period of the World cancer Day and the International Childhood Cancer Day from February 4 to 15, MAHAK’s representatives were present at MAHAK’s desk which had been placed to raise the awareness of the shoppers towards WCD campaign and invite them to join.

Several people referred to the desk and took photos and share on their social media to do their share in informing others about this campaign.
Engaging Municipality:

Partnership Project with Shahrvand Chain Stores

On December 19, 20 and 26 MAHAK was present in a branch of Shahrvand Chain Stores (empowered by Municipality of Tehran) to invite the shoppers to join UICC’s World Cancer Day campaign. People took photos with MAHAK’s orange WCD frame on which it was written: “I am here to support cancer-stricken children”. In addition, the shoppers were given gold ribbons as the childhood cancer awareness symbol and there was a helium balloon on which they wrote their wishes for cancer-stricken children.
Awareness-Raising Event for Young parents on World Cancer Day

MAHAK’s representatives took part in an awareness raising event in district 14 of Tehran’s municipality. The aim of this event was to inform the audience about cancer-prevention methods, healthy diet for cancer prevention and cancer patients along with psychologically approved attitudes towards these patients and the whole concept of cancer. In addition, MAHAK gave a presentation on its 28 years of experience and invited the audience to join WCD campaign.
Persian Trail Runners spread the message of hope

Persian Trail Runners are a sport group with humanitarian concerns and express them in their running event to make the public cognizant of the benefaction capacities in the society.

The runners cooperated with MAHAK in announcing its concerns regarding the World Cancer Day 2020 by using MAHAK’s WCD badges in one of their biggest events which took place in Qeshm Island in South Iran on February 13.
WCD Campaign on MAHAK’s Social Media

Sharing a video on the World Cancer Day

On the occasion of the World Cancer Day, on 4th of February, MAHAK shared a video to announce it has joined 2020 World Cancer Day campaign. In this video MAHAK’s staff made #IAmAndIWill statements to announce how they will have a role in the path of cancer control.

The link of the video on MAHAK’s website:

Sharing a post to invite the public to join

MAHAK’s followers were asked to share a post which contained this sentence: “I am Iranian and I will try to support cancer-stricken children and their families along with MAHAK by joining the World Cancer Day campaign.”

Sharing a video reflecting the participation of celebrities

To appreciate and announce that over 150 celebrities joined the campaign on social media in support of MAHAK, a video was shared on MAHAK’s Instagram including these posts.
Sharing the celebrities’ stories
MAHAK shared the posts of celebrities who joined the campaign as stories on its Instagram page. These stories have been viewed by **875,548** people in total.
The generous supporters who work voluntarily for MAHAK do their best in the path of caring for children with cancer. On the occasion of the World Cancer Day, they aimed to raise awareness of the people in the vicinity of MAHAK Hospital by installing the childhood cancer awareness symbol on the hills in front of MAHAK hospital. This big ribbon can be seen by all children who stay at the hospital from their rooms’ windows and all the people who pass by the hospital can see this art piece.
It should be mentioned that due to MAHAK’s commitment towards preserving the environment, this structure has been built using stones and space blankets and no chemical colors or other substances which contaminate the environment have been used. In addition, after 24 hours the blanket was removed from the structure due to the same reason.
Clowns brought the message of hope and happiness to MAHAK

Numerous events take place at MAHAK to increase the quality of life of children with cancer and their families. In the same vein, the group of Clowns came to MAHAK Hospital to put on an amazing show for the children to entertain them on the occasion of the World Cancer Day.
MAHAK holds training events for its staff during the year with the aim of preserving and increasing the health status of the staff. Along the same line, a training session was held at MAHAK’s amphitheater in which the personnel learned the cancer-prevention methods and were informed about the most common types of cancer.
Distributing 6500 donation boxes with WCD campaign message

Aiming to make the community alert about the World Cancer Day campaign and inviting them to join and play a role has been of great focus by MAHAK this year. Therefore, one activity was distributing 6500 donation boxes with a tag on them which introduced the campaign and asked the donor who has received the box to join.
WCD Campaign in Press

MAHAK has benefited from the capacity of the press to inform the society about its concerns and the activities of the charity and the hospital ever since it was established. In January and February 2020 numerous newspapers and news agencies published articles and reports focusing on the activities of MAHAK for the World Cancer Day.

| Total Number of Published Articles/Reports | 58 |
| Total Number of Reports/Articles on First Page | 4 |
| Total Number of Exclusive Reports | 6 |
| Total Number of Articles/Reports Published on News Agencies | 28 |
| Total Number of Articles/Reports Published on Newspapers | 24 |
We will try our best in the path of cancer control till this disease gets eradicated forever. Thank you for supporting us to accomplish our mission.
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